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Overview 
In this paper, I shall explore the piece Contemplation, from my compositional collection. The aim is 
to show the various techniques used for both its composition and performance, and to explore 
the various conceptual bases on which it is built. 

Introduction 
Contemplation is the piece within this collection that has existed in some form for the longest time. 
When I first began studying snare drum composition in earnest, I spent a period with the work of 
Delécluse, specifically his Douze Etudes. Around this time, I began experimenting with my own 
compositions in the orchestral style, and produced a piece entitled Zarabanda, named for the 
Spanish dance written in a triple meter.  

This early piece explored some fundamental orchestral themes such as thematic development, 
motivic reprise, polyrhythm, and a non-rudimental approach to vocabulary. Zarabanda was 
complete enough that I published extracts of it in Virtuoso,1 fully intending to publish the piece in 
a subsequent collection. Zarabanda eventually transformed into Contemplation as it exists today, 
retaining much of its original character, but adapted and refined to include my current thinking in 
compositional methods and incorporating the accompanying ensemble. Contemplation is therefore 
orchestral at heart, albeit with rudimental figures added in later as my own compositional voice 
solidified. 

In this context, I use the word ‘orchestral’ to distinguish the compositional and vocabularic 
approach from rudimental repertoire. In the latter, the compositional elements are based on the 
rudiments, such that phrases are built and decorated using established rudimental concepts in 
specific ways. In contrast, orchestral pieces are concerned more with rhythmic phrasing, and less 
with how they are played. To reflect this, early iterations of Zarabanda lacked any sticking, partially 
imitating Delécluse, and partially to emphasise the fact that the performer’s focus should be on 
the phrases and not the sticking. Though sticking has since been added, the phrases within 
Contemplation as they exist today are reminiscent of this approach. 

Basic Structure 
Contemplation is fundamentally a piece written in ternary time. By this, I mean that its beat is 
represented by a dotted quarter note and its native subdivisions are groups of three 8th notes or six 
16th notes. The piece varies between 9/8, representing three groups of three per measure, and 
12/8, representing four groups of three. In all cases, the ternary nature of the pulse is maintained, 
comprising three 8th notes or six 16th notes per beat. 

In terms of its phrasing, Contemplation makes ample use of reprise and refrain. These similar terms 
both refer to the act of repeating or calling back particular phrases in a way that attempts to develop 
cohesion across a long piece. If a certain figure within a latter section of the piece seems strange 

 
1 (Curtis, The Snare Drum Virtuoso, 2022) 



or unusual, it is likely that it is just such a reprise, calling back to a particular phrase earlier in the 
piece. 

With a tempo of 70 bpm for the dotted quarter note, the snare drum’s phrasing is predominantly 
based around the ternary groupings: three 8th notes and six 16th notes. At the tempo, 32nd notes are 
relatively comfortable, and are utilised as rolls or paradiddle combinations for effect in various 
sections. The piece is also one of only two in the collection to utilise buzz rolls, the other being 
Recollection. This again harks back to its orchestral roots. 

 

The passage above show the first two bars of the piece, and introduces one of the main motifs. 
This phrase is utilised in numerous ways in the bars that follow, sometimes as a direct refrain, and 
others as a subtle, if disguised, reference. 

 

For example, bars 34 and 35, shown above, reprise the opening passage and add some 
ornamentation. The third beat of the first bar has been expanded upon using 16th notes, and a 
buzz roll and 5-stroke rudimental roll have been added to transition between notes in the second. 
Though not an exact copy, the second phrase above is a clear motivic development of the first. 

 

Above, much later in the piece, we see another section opening heavily inspired, yet distinct from, 
the same phrase that opened the piece. There is a clear continuation of theme; in this case, the 
phrase bears more relation to the first two bars than bars 34 and 35, with bar 78 being a note-for-
note repetition of bar 2. 

This idea of introducing a thematic phrase and then reprising it later in some form is one of the 
main conceptual devices of this piece. It would be labouring the point to attempt to outline every 
instance of motif and reprise, but the application of this idea formed many of the structural 
elements of each section. To highlight just one example, we may consider the following passage: 

 

The phrase at bar 23 introduces a figure, which is developed two bars later in bar 25, shown above. 
This short passage occurs in the second section early in the piece. A dozen or so bars later, this 
phrase reappears, opening a new section: 



 

The phrase at bar 38 picks up on the accent pattern introduced in bar 25, and bar 40 resumes the 
figure introduced in bar 23. This aims to present a clear thematic consistency in phrases many bars 
apart, building a coherent musical narrative as the piece progresses. 

Contemplation is the longest piece in this collection, slightly longer than Reflection and taking just 
under six minutes to perform at tempo. It strives to present a rhythmic narrative through the 
regular use of reprise and refrain. The sections are clearly delineated from each other, such that 
each section could feasibly act as an étude in its own right. 

Vocabulary 
Contemplation rides the line between orchestral and rudimental vocabulary. In this context, I define 
orchestral vocabulary as rhythm or phrase-centric, and rudimental vocabulary as rudiment-centric. 
This describes the underlying concept behind the use of phrases. To see this, we may consider 
contrasting examples from the score. 

 

The passage above begins the second section of the piece. It was written solely for its rhythmic 
line, with the sticking added later. On a conceptual level, this meant that the compositional focus 
was on the sound the phrase was to produce rather than the sticking, rudiments, or pre-defined 
patterns that would be used to play it. I had an idea in mind that I wished to expressed that was 
purely rhythmic, with no thoughts as to the rudiments or sticking that I would use to build it. The 
sticking is, therefore, a pragmatic addition, and certainly subject to change should a different 
percussionist be asked to perform it. 

 

In contrast, the passage above was written around the use of the paradiddle phrasing introduced 
in bar 65. The phrasing is much stronger and more grounded in comparison to the passage above, 
with the use of recognised patterns, including the 5-stroke roll, as the basis for the phrasing.2 

 
2 I have written at length elsewhere about how the use of different vocabularic concepts can affect the compositional 
nature of a piece, specifically in (Curtis, Snare Drum Composition - Traditions, Concepts, and Approaches, 2021). 



The use of buzz rolls also feature heavily in this piece, often used to contrast the more open sound 
of double strokes. Again, we may liken this to the juxtaposition of orchestral and rudimental 
vocabulary, with buzz rolls featuring prominently in the orchestral repertoire whilst being almost 
completely absent from the rudimental. 

 

Looking again at this passage, we can see this juxtaposition made manifest. The phrase introduced 
at bar 38 uses buzz rolls to transition between each instance of a short accent pattern. Though not 
shown here, bar 38 is in a p dynamic, raising to an mf  in bar 39. This increases again to an f  in 
bar 40, at which time the buzz roll changes to an open double stroke roll. Taking these two roll 
forms together, we see a change in function. Buzz rolls produced a textured sustain of a sound, 
while a forte open double stroke roll produces a powerful effect. Open rolls can be used to 
produce a textured sustain too, of course, but their juxtaposition here functions to highlight the 
differences in the effects that they create. The buzz roll is used lower down the dynamic register, 
and transitions to an open roll as the volume and intensity increases: the orchestral transitions into 
the rudimental as the compositional function changes. 

We similar such vocabularic contrasts elsewhere throughout the piece. 

 

Above, this passage contains several buzz rolls as the main feature, using their specific character 
to produce a musical effect. 

 

In contrast, this passage likewise comprises rolls as its main feature, but in the rudimental style. 
Though based on the rolls in the same way as the passage from bar 29, this phrase is built using 
the conjunction of various measured rolls, specifically 5- and 10-stroke rolls that are used to set 
up the accents. 



The more rhythmic-centred approach of the orchestral style also allows for polyrhythmic 
exploration that is not based on the rudiments. The rudimental composers like Pratt produced 
polyrhythmic passages by combining rudiments in certain ways. For example, playing consecutive 
flamacues produces a polyrhythm within the meter of 4/4, if the first four notes are 16th notes and 
the fifth stroke is an 8th note. 

Delécluse, on the other hand, produced his polyrhythms through the placement and displacement 
of rhythmic phrases, and allowed the performer to decide their own sticking when playing it. 

 

The above passage is inspired by Delécluse’s approach; the bracketed phrase is nine 16th notes in 
length and plays six times consecutively. This produces a polyrhythmic passage within the 9/8 
time signature, based entirely on the repetition of an odd-length phrase that is successively 
displaced against the beat. 

Accompaniment 
Like the other pieces in this collection, Contemplation was written with a three-part accompaniment 
comprising a low-, mid-, and high-pitched part, nominally labelled as bass drum, taiko, and 
woodblock respectively. When recording this piece, I used this setup with the exception of the 
taiko, for which we used a conga drum played with sticks. 

For this piece, I used the accompanying parts in varying ways, alternating between emphasising 
the beat and disguising it. This is shown most concisely in the opening six measures of the piece. 
The bass drum begins strongly on the beat, emphasising the three groups of three 8th notes per 
bar. This is contrasted by the woodblock, both by its pitch and its rhythmic groupings. Through 
the first four bars, the woodblock plays in groups of three 16th notes, dividing the beat in a 
contrasting manner to the bass drum. 



 

From the end of the fifth bar when the taiko enters, and through the following fifth and sixth 
measures, the function of the accompaniment changes. All three voices now contribute their own 
rhythm that is much more freely distributed against the beat. 

 

Above, this passage much more closely resembles a classical ensemble with four interlinked yet 
somewhat independent voices, as opposed to the percussive, almost march-like style of the 
preceding four bars. This approach allows for the use of reprised and displaced rhythmic phrases, 
odd-length rhythm, and polyrhythmics on the accompanying voices in much the same was as they 
are employed on the snare drum. 



 

 

This is apparent in the four-bas passage above, throughout which the bass drum on the second 
stave plays a repeating four-beat pattern against, bracketed, against the underlying three-beat meter 
of 9/8. We likewise see a similar device on the woodblock on the bottom page which is playing a 
repeated two-beat pattern. This provides a pleasing level of rhythmic layering that adds depth to 
the snare drum’s leading line. 

Performance Considerations 
As with Reflection, the main challenge of Contemplation is in its length and variety rather than its 
technical difficulty. That is not to say, of course, that it lacks any technical challenge, but rather 
than this challenge is typically in accuracy, precision, and articulation as opposed to speed, power, 
or endurance. 

On a fundamental level, performers would benefit from having a firm grasp of buzz rolls, both 
sonically and metrically, as well as a keen understanding of how they different from double strokes; 
as discussed previously, the difference between closed buzz rolls and open double strokes is a 
feature of this piece. 

Performers will also benefit from a firm understanding of displacement and polyrhythmic playing, 
as well as the use of thematic or motivic development. 



 

An example of this use of rhythm is found in the passage above, especially bars 43 and 45. We can 
describe this passage as a-b-a’-b, such that a and b represent discrete musical phrases, and the 
apostrophe represents a variation: a’ is a variation of a. The first a-b antecedent at bars 43 and 44 
see a resolved by b. The consequent from bar 45 uses a’, comprising the same first and second 
beats of the bar, but a varied third and the addition of a fourth. This a’ functions in the same was 
as a, leading into the phrase at b, but possessing variations and additions. 

From a performance perspective, it is important to see bar 45 in essentially the same way as bar 
43: the six 16th note of the first beat have become a septuplet, and an additional fourth beat 
introduces a new phrase that will be reprised later in bar 49. This describes the events on a micro 
scale, yet this passage makes much more sense on a macro level. The main rhythmic idea is not 
these variations, but the two-beat roll figure introduces at the beginning of bar 45 and continued 
in bars 44 and 46. The 16th note figure and its variations simply provide a brief detour from this 
main phrase before reintroducing it. Put simply, this passage works when taken as a whole; it will 
be heard differently from a broader perspective, which allows the individual phrases to be heard 
in their functional role. 

 

One of the most technically demanding passages begins at the segno, shown above. A two-beat 
phrase plays, alternating its decoration between a doubled 16th note in the first beat and a buzzed 
stroke and frisé of four in the second. The position of the doubled 16th note then moves in the 
third beat, with the fourth beat repeating the second, once again producing an a-b-a’-b phrase 
throughout each measure. 

This passage relies on the difference between an individual diddle (doubled) stroke and an 
individual buzz stroke, as well as on the use and application of frisé. However, even though we 
may consider this passage from the perspective of individual strokes, it is important to hear the 
overall phrase this produces. When performed correctly, the loping accent pattern produces as 
clear sense of swing, with the aforementioned devices simply decorating this. On a practical level, 
this means ensuring that the accents are clearly distinguished from the surrounding unaccented 
strokes, as it is the accents and their position within the subdivision that produces the swing. 



 

The above passage is also one of the most technically demanding, comprising fast, quiet paradiddle 
combinations as 32nd notes, interspersed with sextuplets and short 5-stroke rolls. This passage is 
certainly more rudimental nature, yet still relies on a clear distinction between accented and 
unaccented strokes. As is apparent in bars 65 and 67, the paradiddles are used to voice a particular 
accent pattern, and it is important that this accent pattern is clearly audible against the surrounding 
notes. This is especially important considering the density of the 32nd notes. 
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